Based on meta-modeling, which allocates structural mechanics as mathematical approximation of continuum mechanics, this paper proposes a conversion method from a solid element solution to a beam element solution. A key issue is the rigorousness of the proposed conversion method, since meta-modeling ensures that the most suitable beam element solution is the one that is close to the solid element solution by defining a distance between these solutions in a function space of continuum mechanics. Examples of applying the conversion method are presented. It is shown that the conversion method produces a more accurate beam element solution from a solid element solution, compared to an ordinary method. It is also shown that the conversion method is applicable to a practical problem of an actual large-scale tunnel structure.
INTRODUCTION
In civil engineering, the use of a structural element, such as truss, beam, plate or shell, is standard. It is rare that solid element analysis is made even for a structure of complicated configuration, despite the fact that the solid element analysis has become much easier and less expensive due to the recent progress of computer hardware and software 1) . While there are several reasons for such a rare use of solid element analysis, a major reason is that it is believed the structural element analysis which is tuned with experimental results could produce a more accurate solution than the solid element analysis.
We have to accept that tuning a non-linear structural element with experimental data is not a difficult task and the tuned structural element has high accuracy in predicting the structural responses. Nevertheless, the tuned structural element cannot guarantee high accuracy in computing responses which are not observed via experiment. This makes clear contrast with solid element analysis which computes structural responses at any point with more or less uniform accuracy. It is certainly true that measurement is made for key part of a structure or a structural element. However, uniform accuracy of solid element analysis has been overlooked, unlike the fact that it only needs cheap and small material sample tests.
The complexity of data conversion between solid element model and structural element model is another drawback, which prevents frequent usage of solid element model in actual civil engineering practices. An ordinary conversion method discussed in section 4.1, provides a temporary solution for data conversion between solid element model and structural element model 2) . Established structural design processes are mainly based on structural forces, which are namely axial force, shear force and bending moment. The outputs of solid element analysis i.e. nodal forces and displacements, need to be efficiently converted to structural element forces, which can be used for structural design. This may lead to frequent usage of solid element models in the field of civil engineering.
Another hinge of promoting solid element analysis in civil engineering is less clear relation between structural mechanics and (solid) continuum mechanics. It is taken for granted that structural mechanics and continuum mechanics share many elements, but, in the authors' eyes, the difference between them has not been clearly discussed. Recently, the authors propose meta-modeling 1) , which rigorously allocates structural mechanics as a mathematical approximation of continuum mechanics in the sense that structural mechanics solves continuum mechanics' Lagrangian problem using a subset of continuum mechanics' function space.
In this paper, we seek to develop a method of converting a solid element solution to a structural element solution, based on meta-modeling. As it will be explained later, the most suitable beam element solution is found from a given solid element solution by minimizing the distance between them. This conversion method will contribute promoting solid element analysis since i) cross sectional force or moment is more accurately computed for a given solid element solution, compared to an ordinary method which merely computes surface integration of stress, and ii) a structural element solution could be used as smart pre-conditioning of solid element analysis for a large scale model.
The contents of this paper are as follows. First, the concept of meta-modeling is briefly explained in Section 2. According to meta-modeling, we clarify an approximation which is made in deriving beam theory from continuum mechanics theory in Section 3. A typical method is briefly discussed and a proposed conversion method from a beam element solution to a solid element solution is formulated, and a procedure of applying this method is developed in Section 4. We carry out numerical experiments of applying the proposed conversion methods to three example problems in Section 5. Concluding remarks are made in Section 6.
BASIC CONCEPT OF META-MODELING
For simplicity, we assume small deformation, quasi-static state, and linear isotropic elasticity. A boundary value problem of solid continuum mechanics is converted to a variational problem of using a Lagrangian,
where is strain tensor and is elasticity tensor; for a given displacement vector, , is computed as = { } where stands for the symmetric part of the second-order tensor of and stands for spatial differentiation operator; and is the analysis domain.
In structural mechanics, the integrand of the right side of Eq. (1), (i.e., strain energy density) is replaced by, say, ϵ 2 /2, for bar theory 3) , where ϵ is a normal strain component and is Young's modulus. This strain energy density corresponds to a stress-strain relation of σ = ϵ, where σ is normal stress component in the same direction as ϵ. However, for this stress-strain relation to hold, normal strain components in the transverse directions are non-zero. Therefore, σ = ϵ is often regarded as an assumption of one-dimensional stress-strain relation.
It is not acceptable to make an assumption which is not experimentally validated. As mentioned, σ = ϵ holds when transverse normal strain components are non-zero, but the presence of these components are ignored. Meta-modeling replaces the integrand and changes the Lagrangian in the following form:
where is stress tensor and −1 is the inverse of . By selecting σ as a unique non-zero component of , without making any assumption, we can derive σ = ϵ from δℒ = 0 with respect to (or σ). The use of the Lagrangian of Eq. (2) is the basic concept of meta-modeling. The governing equations of beam theory and plate theory are derived from this ℒ, just by using a suitable subset of the function space of { , }, from which the argument of ℒ, i.e., and , are computed 1) . We have to emphasize that there is no need to make a physical assumption of σ = ϵ, (which is not experimentally validated), in deriving the governing equations. We regard using a subset of { , } to solve δℒ = 0 as mathematical approximation.
3.

META-MODELING FOR 1D STRUCTURE
In this section, we explicitly explain meta-modeling of a one-dimensional (1D) structural theory, i.e., bar (or truss) and beam which are coupled. Metamodeling requests to solve a variational problem of ℒ of Eq. (2) where stands for a three-dimensional coordinate. As for truss theory, we choose the following subset:
the axis of the truss is chosen in the 1 -direction. A non-zero component of = { } for in is the normal strain in the 1 -direction, i.e., ϵ = 1 ′ with prime standing for the derivative with respect to 1 . Hence, δℒ = 0 with respect to σ yields σ = ϵ, and then δℒ = 0 with respect to 1 yields
where is the area of cross section of the truss axis (or the 1 -direction).
As a more general case, we consider that bending in the 2 -and 3 -directions are coupled with the above uniaxial deformation of truss theory. Again, according to meta-modeling, we only choose a subset of to approximately solve the variational problem of ℒ of Eq. (2) . The chosen subset is = { 1 ( 1 ) − 2 2 ′( 1 ) − 3 3 ′( 1 ), 2 ( 1 ), 3 ( 1 ), σ( 1 ), 0,0,0,0,0}.
For in
, a non-zero component of strain is the normal strain in the 1 -direction, i.e., ϵ = 1 ′ − 2 2 ′′ − 3 3 ′′ . Hence, δℒ = 0 with respect to σ yields σ = ( 1 ′ − 2 2 ′′ − 3 3 ′′) , and δℒ = 0 with respect to 1 , 2 and 3 yields 
CONVERSION METHODS (1) Typical conversion method
The typical conversion method merely computes surface integration of solid element nodal stresses and surface averaging of solid element nodal displacements to obtain the beam shear force and displacement respectively. This method does not have 
Individual calculation of beam displacement and shear force in a typical conversion method, can create inconsistency in beam solution space, which may be unable to satisfy relationship between the beam displacement and shear force in Eq. (3).The solution space of beam which is obtained from this method, is unable to give a full image of the beam solution over the entire domain, due to representation of highly localized parameters. Meta-modeling based conversion method can smartly handle these issues to get better beam element solution from solid element solution.
(2) Meta-modeling based conversion method
Based on meta-modeling, a beam element solution (which includes truss element in it) is regarded as an approximate numerical solution of a variational problem of ℒ of Eq. (2). It is natural to make the conversion from a solid element solution to a beam element solution, by finding a set of functions in the function space of that is close to the solid element solution. It should be noted that the converted beam element solution does not satisfy the discretized governing equations, even though the solid element solution does; see Appendix B.
A L2 norm is used as distance in the function space of . That is, denoting by ( , ) and ( , ) a beam and a solid element solution, respectively, we define
where |•| 2 is the L2 norm which is computed by integrating vector or tensor norm of or , over , i.e.,
Since ( , ) is within , a subspace of , we can define Eq. (4).
A beam element solution ( , ) is now expressed in terms of generalized nodal displacement as I_225 follows:
where is a generalized nodal displacement (rotation is included in 2 and 3 ), and and are shape functions. Similarly, a solid element solution is expressed as
where is nodal displacement and is a shape function, and comma followed by an index stands for the partial derivative.
It then follows from Eq. (4) that the distance between the beam and solid element solutions are computed as
see Appendix A for the explicit form of the coefficients, , and ; since two sets of basis functions, { } and { } are employed, the form of these coefficients is complicated.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
Three numerical examples are discussed under this section. A non-prismatic cantilever member is considered in the 1 st numerical experiment. This numerical example checks the capability of proposed conversion method on non-prismatic beam section to obtain the beam element solution space from the solid element solution space. Decoupling of biaxial bending moment that is combined with the axial force is the main target of 2 nd numerical example. The proposed conversion method is employed to find biaxial beam bending moments from solid element solution space. Numerical experiment on real tunnel data conversion is explained in the last numerical example. This practical example shows the ability of proposed method in a complex situation.
The typical method which is discussed in section 4.1, is just used to evaluate beam shear forces in this section. Each example shows a wide range of applicability of meta-modeling based conversion method with its advantages compared to typical method. Fig.1 . (3) . The number of iterations for this conversion are mainly depending on, initial set number of beam elements and expected accuracy level of beam solution. Nevertheless, required computation is small since the number of unknowns which correspond to a beam element solution is small.
(1) Non-prismatic cantilever member
Non-prismatic members are widely used in steel portal frames to create well distributed stresses in the structure, so that the utilization of steel can be optimized 4) . A straightforward early technique used to analyze a tapered beam is to divide it into a number of uniform elements 5) , which is inefficient. The governing differential equations for tapered members with variable coefficients and closed solutions cannot be derived except for a few special cases 6) . This is a straightforward problem for meta-modeling based conversion method which is being proposed in this paper. Fig.1 shows the necessary steps involved in this conversion method, to obtain beam element solution from solid element solution.
Tapered circular cantilever beam is tested for uniaxial bending in this example. Parameters for this example are shown in Fig.2 , which describes the loading, dimensions and material properties of the model.
Results and discussion
Absolute percentage difference of the proposed method compared to the beam analytical solution is shown in Fig.3 . Distance in beam solution space between the analytical beam solution and the converted beam solution from the proposed method is negligible, except near to the fixed end of the cantilever. The largest distance occurs near the fixed end of cantilever, which is expected due to violation of BernoulliEuler beam assumption near to fixed end. Fig.3 does not include result at the fixed end of cantilever due to presence of zero in analytical beam solution. Fig.4 shows the absolute percentage difference of vertical displacement compared with solution of the finer beam element model. According to flow chart that is presented in Fig.1 , the aim is to obtain a finer beam element solution from the given solid solution space. The finer beam element solution contains 100 beam elements in this problem. The number of beam elements in target problem can be reduced keeping same accuracy order according to Fig.4 . Depending on the type of problem the level of accuracy for beam element solution can be fixed, it mainly depends on the level of accuracy of given solid element solution. According to set accuracy level, a range of acceptable number of beam elements can be defined. A user has freedom to choose it depending on his or her objective. According to this example the acceptable range of beam elements is 10 to 100; see Fig.4 . Beam shear force for this example is presented in Fig.6 . This diagram includes shear force estimations from the proposed method, typical method and analytical method which obeys Bernoulli-Euler beam theory. There is a clear difference between proposed method and analytical method at the fixed end of the cantilever, due to violation of beam assumption near the fixed end. Comparison of results in each method with analytical shear force result is displayed in Table  1 . According to observed results from Table 1 , it is clear that the accuracy of proposed method is higher than the typical conversion method. The result that obtained from typical method is highly localized, which can be clearly seen in Fig.6 . The proposed conversion method has capability to predict non-prismatic beam solution space for whole domain of model with well accuracy, which cannot be done by the typical conversion method. (2) Biaxial bending in cantilever Biaxial bending in beam or column is commonly encountered in structural analysis. Prediction of bidirectional bending by typical method is not a straightforward task due to coupling of biaxial bending with axial force. Decoupling of biaxial bending moment needs curve fitting technique which is an extension of typical method. The proposed meta-modeling based conversion method can handle this problem without any further modification. This is a good example showings the wide range of applicability of this proposed method.
Cantilever with uniform square ( 200  ×  200 ) cross-section is used in this numerical experiment. Fig.7 shows the problem setting of this numerical experiment with material data. Three displacement boundary conditions are located at the right end of cantilever system; there are 5mm, -5mm and -10mm along x, y and z directions respectively.
According to Fig.1 , the aim is to obtain finer converged beam element solution from the given solid element solution space. First example shows that there is an acceptable range of beam elements for solid element to beam element conversion which mainly depends on, a level of convergence of given solid element space and form of work. The acceptable range of beam elements for this numerical experiment is 10 to 100. In this numerical experiment 100 beam elements are employed to estimate the finer beam element solution space from given solid element solution.
The beam forces which are consistent with obtained beam displacements are shown in Fig.8, 9 , 10 and 11 respectively. Biaxial bending moments in cantilever that are obtained from proposed meta-modeling based conversion method, are shown in Fig.8 . Proposed and typical conversion methods are employed to obtain beam shear forces ( , ) as seen in Fig.9 and 10. Obtained beam axial forces in both ways are presented in Fig.11 . Absolute percentage differences of predicted shear forces and axial force results by using typical method, compared to the proposed method are shown in Table 2 .
Proposed meta-modeling based conversion method has the capability to provide biaxial bending moment which is complicated to provide in the typical method. Proposed conversion method decouples the biaxial bending in displacement space but typical method decouples it in force space which is more complicated to solve. Prediction of shear forces and axial force in both ways gives marginally different solutions; see Table 2 . Calculated shear forces from the proposed method have some deviation at the fixed end due to complex stress behavior at the fixed end of cantilever.
This shear force deviation at fixed end of cantilever cannot be observed from the shear force diagrams, because the amount of deviation is very small as compared with the overall value of shear force in beam domain. Nevertheless, the solid element solution space of biaxial bending can be efficiently converted to the beam element solution space, with including bidirectional bending by using proposed conversion method. 
(3)Ramp tunnel
Construction of long tunnels has increased rapidly due to higher demand of public transportation. These long tunnels need a ramp tunnel, which connects the main tunnel located underground to ground level. However, ramp tunnel has a complicated structural behavior which cannot be accurately estimated from 2D model. A detailed analysis model of ramp tunnel which is used in this numerical experiment, and large-scale numerical computation for the 3D ramp tunnel in seismic response analysis are well described in past works 2, 7) . 3D data conversion for one of a main tunnel part that is shown in Fig.12 (b) , is considered under this numerical experiment. This is a real field application where meta-modeling based conversion method is directly applied to obtain beam solution field.
A targeting frequency range for this analysis is 0Hz to 6Hz. A direction of input ground motion is shown in Fig.12 which is parallel to the selected main tunnel. An input ground motion to bed rock is shown in Fig.13 . Material properties and boundary conditions of the tunnel system were well described in past studies 2, 7) .
Results and discussion
Conversion results which are presented in this numerical experiment belong to solid result field of the 
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1650th time step out of 5000 time steps in the numerical analysis. A converged beam element solution is obtained from flow chart which is shown in Fig.1 . Beam bending moments which are consistent with obtained beam displacement field are shown in Fig.14 and 15 . Beam axial forces and shear force are calculated by using both proposed and typical methods and results are presented in Table 3 , 4 and 5, Fig.16 , 17 and 18. In this numerical experiment, the main tunnel part of ramp tunnel acts as rod rather than beam due to input ground motion direction. This can be seen clearly from the results of axial force and shear force diagrams; see Fig.16 , 17 and 18. The shear force and bending moment results are very small compared to section capacity of main tunnel, though proposed method shows the capability to obtain those results in acceptable level.
A rapid change is observed due to behavior of input ground motion in the obtained beam force field results between 400m and 500m along the main tunnel axis. The proposed conversion method shows potential to estimate this type of local change effectively.
Absolute percentage difference of typical method with compared to proposed method in shear force shows huge difference that cannot be observed in the axial load; see Table 3 . It is already mentioned that the shear force in the main tunnel part is very small compared to cross-sectional shear force capacity of the main tunnel. Results from Table 4 and 5, clearly indicate that the direct differences are not large and they are within a reasonable range. The meta-modeling based conversion method shows that it has the ability to detect beam solution from solid solution, in real practical problem effectively. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, a possibility is shown that the conversion method based on meta-modeling can be used as an alternative of an ordinary conversion method since a beam cross section forces are more accurately computed from a solid element solution. Further investigation is needed to ensure this possibility. Practical problems, as shown in the last example of Section 5, will be studied to this end. Conversion for twodimensional structure such as plate and shell should also be examined. Meta-modeling and solution conversion based on meta-modeling could be applied to non-linear cases. At least, it is straightforward to apply meta-modeling to non-linear elasto-plasticity problem in which strain increment and stress increment are linearly related via elaso-plasticity tensor. Kinematic non-linearity could be handled similarly, just by considering the displacement increment.
In the viewpoint of computational mechanics, the use of structure element solution as pre-conditioning of solver that is used by solid element analysis seems interesting as well as important. While there are numerous mathematical studies about pre-conditioning, as far as the authors have studied, little research achievement is found to develop physics-based pre- 
APPENDIX B META-MODELING BASED PRE-CONDITIONING FOR CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD
Meta-modeling could be used as new pre-conditioning of a conjugate gradient (CG) method of solid element analysis; most of pre-conditionings are based on mathematics, and we have not found any studies which seek to apply physics like meta-modeling to pre-conditioning. The basic idea of this pre-conditioning is the use of a solid element solution converted from a beam element solution as an initial solution of the CG method.
To In solid element analysis, is discretized in terms of the basis functions { } as = ∑ with being components of [ ]. When is discretized in a similar form, as = ∑ , then, [ ] is given as a product of certain coefficients (which are computed by integrating ) and components of . Note that [ ] is not given by since the basis functions { } are not orthonormal.
Even though it is not mathematically rigorous, we may approximately find from [ ], considering that physically corresponds to body force; it is a standard practice to a given distribute body force to nodal force or [ ]. Once a function of is found, discretizing it in terms of the basis functions is not a difficult task. However, we have to emphasize that this procedure is an approximation and not a rigorous conversion.
